Sound transmission through a microperforated-panel structure with subdivided air cavities.
The absorption characteristics of a microperforated-panel (MPP) absorber have been widely investigated, and MPPs are recognized as a next-generation absorbing material due to their fiber-free nature and attractive appearance. Herein, further possibilities of MPPs are investigated theoretically from a sound transmission viewpoint. Employing an analytical model composed of a typical MPP and a back wall with an infinite extent, transmission loss through the structure is obtained. Although MPP structures generally have great potential for sound absorption, an improvement in the transmission loss at midfrequencies, which is important for architectural sound insulation, is not sufficient when using a backing cavity alone. Hence, to improve transmission loss at midfrequencies, an air-cavity-subdivision technique is applied to MPP structures. By subdividing the air cavity with partitions, each cell can create a local one-dimensional sound field as well as lead to a normal incidence into the apertures, which is the most effective condition for Helmholtz-type resonance absorption. Moreover, by providing the same motion as the back wall to the MPP, the sound-insulation performance can be further improved at midfrequencies.